POWERING SUPERIOR
MICROSOFT TEAMS
EXPERIENCES

HEADSET AND SPEAKERPHONE SOLUTIONS
FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS
Device choices can make or break the success of your Microsoft Teams project.
Companies who provide users with devices that properly align with their employees’
work styles are 62% more likely to see high or increased adoption.1
Poly’s Skype for Business certified headsets and speakerphones work with Microsoft
Teams with call control functionalities within your Teams call and meetings. Functions
such as mute, unmute, answer, or volume up and down are just as intuitive as you will
expect by using the physical call control button on the headset or speakerphone.
From the train to the open office, and every space in between, Poly helps you hear
what matters and make your Microsoft Teams experiences better than ever.

THE POLY DIFFERENCE
1. Noise canceling specifically
tuned for the open office
2. Superior noise blocking
protects every call
3. The most comfortable
headsets around
4. Headsets that work for
everyone in the office
5. Crucial insights and tools for
change management with
Plantronics Manager Pro

COMPARED TO THE LE ADING COMPETITOR, USERS ARE 2

2X

2X

almost

3X

more likely

more likely

more likely

to find the Poly
headset comfortable

to find Poly’s active noise
cancelling effective and
comfortable

to find Poly headsets
to be a quality
product overall

Unified Communication and Collaboration: 2018 Research Study, Nemertes Research
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Based on a study of employees of Clinc, a conversational AI company, conducted in Clinc’s open office setting on June 27-28, 2019, Participants wore
non-branded versions of the Jabra Evolve 75 for up to six hours then the Poly Voyager Focus UC for up to 6 hours.
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LEARN MORE

For more information visit
www.plantronics.com/microsoft

